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MIT DNS hacked;
traffic redirected

Langer wins
additional
accolade

Emails sent to KAIST, other
traffic redirected to Harvard
By Joanna Kao
ONLINE MEDIA EDITOR

MIT was hacked yesterday
shortly before noon, with MIT
URLs redirecting to a webpage
claiming credit for the attack in
remembrance of Aaron Swartz.
MIT’s email was also diverted.
As a result of the hack, people
who tried to reach MIT over the
Internet outside the MIT network
were redirected to a hacked web
page, and some emails may have
been lost or delayed. The hack affected all names under mit.edu,
such as web.mit.edu, tech.mit.
edu, etc. Activity within MIT was
not believed to be affected by this
attack.
The hack and subsequent outages were due to a configuration
change at EDUCAUSE, the registrar that provides information
on all names that end in .edu. A

Receives National
Medal of Technology

registrar, which allows users to
purchase domain names, also
specifies the domain name system (DNS) servers for a domain,
which convert domain names to
IP addresses needed to actually
load the page. It is unclear how
the hackers gained control of
MIT’s information at EDUCAUSE.
Because of the attack, the
EDUCAUSE registry listed the
name of the administrative contact for mit.edu as “I got owned,”
and the name servers were
changed to CloudFlare servers,
an external DNS provider.

By Bruno Faviero
STAFF REPORTER

Chronology
From 11:58 a.m. to 1:05 p.m.,
MIT’s DNS was redirected from
MIT’s own servers to CloudFlare,
where the hackers had configured
servers to return a Harvard IP adHack, Page 15

MIT Aaron Swartz report to be
released “in a few weeks”
Following the death of
Aaron Swartz on Jan. 11, 2013,
President L. Rafael Reif announced that Hal Abelson PhD
’73 — Electrical Engineering
& Computer Science professor and a founding director of
Creative Commons and the
Free Software Foundation —
would be leading a “thorough
analysis of MIT’s involvement”
from Fall 2010 to the present,
specifically describing “the options MIT had and the decisions
MIT made.” The report resulting
from the analysis will be made
public.
Obtained through the MIT
News Office, the official charge
from Reif to Abelson appears on
page 5, along with a letter to the

MIT community from Abelson.
The review will be conducted in two phases, writes Abelson. The first phase will be completed “in a few weeks,” with a
report that gives a “clear record”
of what happened and provides
“insight into what MIT did or
didn’t do, and why.” Upon the
conclusion of that phase MIT
will enter a second phase of analyzing the implications of the
findings.
MIT will refrain from commenting on the situation until
the release of the report.
Members of the MIT community can suggest questions
for Abelson’s analysis via http://
swartz-review.mit.edu.
—Anne Cai

NICHOLAS CHORNAY—THE TECH

Institute Professor Robert Langer in his office, where The Tech
spoke to him last week. The walls of Langer’s office are covered from floor to ceiling in awards given to him for his pioneering
work in biological engineering; the next award to be added is the
National Medal of Technology and Innovation, which will be presented to him later this year.

Robert Langer SCD ’74 — professor in
chemical engineering and biological engineering — was recently named one of the 11
researchers to receive the National Medal of
Technology and Innovation, becoming one of
only seven Americans to have received both
this and the National Medal of Science, which
he won in 2006. Langer, who has received
over 220 awards and honors, will meet with
President Obama at the medal ceremony.
According to Xconomy, he plans to discuss
“the importance of funding basic research
in science and engineering, and of funding
young scientists,” a conversation similar to
the one he had with the president in 2006
that appeared in Obama’s book The Audacity
of Hope. The Tech sat down with Langer for a
quick interview.
The Tech: How does it feel to be one of
three Americans to win both medals?
Langer: It’s a tremendous honor. It’s a tremendous honor to win anything like that, and
I think it’s sort of shocking that people are
nice enough to pick me for both. I feel very
lucky, very privileged.
TT: How do all these prizes affect your research? Do they get in the way? Do you get
too much publicity?
RL: I think getting a prize is good for the
field. To me, biomedical engineering, which
is the field I work in, is kind of a young field,
and I personally feel it’s a very important
Langer, Page 13

President nominates Maria Zuber

EAPS professor will be second to serve on National Science Board
By Stanley Gill
NEWS EDITOR

Maria T. Zuber, MIT’s new vice
president for research, was recently
selected by President Barack Obama
for nomination to the National Science Board. When confirmed, she

will be the second MIT professor that
is currently a member of the board
alongside Subra Suresh ScD ’81,
who serves as an ex-officio member
as president of the National Science
Foundation (NSF).
The 25-member board governs
the NSF and advises the president

and Congress on policy matters related to science, engineering, and
education.
The Tech had the opportunity
to sit down with Zuber last week to
discuss her thoughts on her appointZuber, Page 14

IN SHORT

Online registration for spring term opens on Jan. 28. Registration day is Feb. 4.
The getfit@MIT challenge begins on Jan. 28. The last day to create a team is Jan. 24. Teams of 5–8 people can log their exercise
minutes during the 12-week challenge to qualify for prizes and
DAPER discounts. Visit getfit.mit.edu to sign up.
The Annual Hummus Taste Off will be held Thursday, Jan. 24,
12–2 p.m. in Lobby 10.
Looking for a UROP? Stop by the IAP UROP expo on Thursday,
Jan. 24 from 2 to 4 p.m. in Kresge Lobby.

EMILIO PACE—THE TECH

Codex, a team that participated in this year’s Mystery Hunt, celebrated solving their first puzzle only 12
minutes after the hunt began.

BEAUTIFUL WORDS
BY HAND
Discovering and
nurturing a
love for calligraphy.
CAMPUS LIFE, p. 10

BOTH MUSICIAN & ENGINEER
An interview with Amanda Wang,
MIT alum and violinist. ARTS, p. 11

ON THE STRENGTH OF MIT IS&T
Or lack thereof? Frustrations with IS&T
and MIT’s network. OPINION, p. 4

The LSC’s 35th Annual Science Fiction Marathon is Saturday,
Jan. 26 at 7 p.m. in 26-100 and features WALL-E, Looper, The Andromeda Strain, and Galaxy Quest.
Send news information and tips to news@tech.mit.edu.

ANNUAL WEEKEND OF
MYSTERY HUNTING

LETTER ON
SWARTZ ANALYSIS

See highlights from this
year’s Mystery Hunt,
designed by the Manic
Sages. PHOTO, p. 8

Hal Abelson outlines
his goals for analyzing
MIT’s involvement.
OPINION, p. 5
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By Allison A. Wing
STAFF METEOROLOGIST

After weeks of above average temperatures, it appears
that winter has finally arrived.
The main story this week is the
frigid temperatures across a
large portion of the U.S. With
yesterday’s high temperature in
Boston only reaching 25°F, and
temperatures today and tomorrow forecast to struggle to make
it to 20°F, we are experiencing
the coldest weather of the winter thus far. Today and tomorrow will be particularly frigid,
as strong west/northwest winds
will combine with the bitterly
cold air to produce wind chills
down to -12°F. The temperatures
should moderate somewhat
over the weekend, but are still

expected to be below freezing.
While we finally have cold
winter temperatures, Boston
has still been lacking in the
snow department. The 3–5
inches of snow that the National Weather Service forecast
for Monday night did not materialize. All the heavy snow
remained offshore, while Boston only received a dusting.
Ocean effect snow showers will
continue to be generated over
the next few days, but they will
remain off the coast. Our next
chance for significant snowfall
is Friday night — Saturday, but
uncertainty regarding the exact
track of the coastal storm prevents a confident forecast from
being made at this time regarding the timing and intensity of
the snow.

da, signaled that Obama might try to
approach Republicans with a sterner hand than he did in his first term.
Already, he has signed executive orders on gun control and, at least for
the moment, forced a Republican
retreat on raising the debt ceiling.
Yet some of Obama’s most ambitious goals still require action
from Congress, and Republicans
still control the House. Even the Republicans’ decision to agree to an
effective three-month extension on
the debt ceiling creates complications, by keeping the budget fight
high on the agenda. Sen. Jon Tester,
D-Mont., expressed the uphill climb
with fiscal matters looming over the
Capitol Hill, declaring: “We have to
do a budget. We aren’t going to do
anything of consequence here until
the budget is done.”
The State of the Union address
that Obama will deliver to Congress
on Feb. 12 will offer the most definitive road map yet for how the White
House will set priorities in his second term as well as how it intends
to avoid becoming mired in a heated
debate over one contentious topic to
the detriment of the full agenda.

Today: Sunny. High 19°F
Tonight: Sunny. Low 6°F
Tomorrow: Partly sunny. High 26°F
Tuesday: Some weather. High 26°F
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the world.
The latest clashes started when
an elderly woman on the Indian side
decided to use a secret entrance into
Pakistani territory so that she could
see her children living on the other
side, according to a report in The
Hindu, an Indian newspaper. After
the Indian military discovered the
tunnel, it built emplacements to prevent its use.
But those emplacements violated the terms of the cease-fire with
Pakistan, and Pakistani soldiers repeatedly warned their Indian counterparts to desist, which the Indians
ignored.
Firing weapons across the ceasefire line is not unusual, but the beheading, which the Pakistan government denies responsibility for, added
a volatile mix to the charged debate.
Previous mutilations of soldiers’
bodies have generally been kept secret to avoid just the sort of media
firestorm that has erupted.
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leader of the opposition in the lower
house of Parliament, calling for India
“to get at least 10 heads from their
side” if the Pakistanis did not return
the soldier’s head. Following criticism that he was not doing enough,
India Prime Minister Manmohan
Singh said he was reviewing ties with
Pakistan. A special visa program between the two countries has been
suspended, and Pakistani players
in a new Indian field hockey league
have been sent home.
Even after both governments
embarked on efforts to improve
ties after decades of war and recriminations, Kashmir remains a
contentious subject. India, heavily
Hindu, controls the bulk of the predominately Muslim region of Kashmir, which has been at the heart of
disputes between the two nations
since they won independence from
Britain in 1947. The land along the
cease-fire Line of Control is one of
the most heavily militarized areas in
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Frigid weather next two days

NEW DELHI — Indian officials
are advising residents of strife-torn
Kashmir to prepare for a possible
nuclear war by building bombproof
basements and stockpiling food and
water, adding to tensions between
India and Pakistan, both nuclear
powers, after deadly cross-border
skirmishes in recent weeks.
“People should construct basements where the whole family can
stay for a fortnight,” read the advisory, which was published Monday
in the newspaper Greater Kashmir.
It comes in the midst of the worst
fighting in Kashmir between India
and Pakistan since a cease-fire was
signed in 2003. Three Pakistani and
two Indian soldiers have been killed,
and one of the Indian soldiers was
found without his head.
News of the mutilation infuriated
Indians, with Sushma Swaraj, the
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The majority of the more than 360 chimpanzees owned or
supported by the National Institutes of Health that are now at
research facilities should be permanently retired from research
and moved to sanctuaries, and planning for the move should
start immediately, a report from an NIH council recommended
Tuesday.
In late March, Dr. Francis S. Collins, the NIH director, will decide whether to put the recommendations into effect. He has already accepted early guidelines that propose significant reductions in the use of chimpanzees in behavioral and biomedical
research.
The report does not urge a ban on research, but says that in
the future, only a small colony of about 50 chimps should be kept
for the possibility of research, which would have to be approved
by an independent committee that would include representation from the public.
The report also proposes standards for the social and physical welfare of the animals, including requirements that they live
in groups of at least seven, have a minimum of 1,000 square feet
per chimp, room to climb and opportunities to forage for food.
—James Gorman, The New York Times

By Gardiner Harris
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Health agency moves to retire
most chimps used for research

Newtown, Conn., elevated gun control on the administration’s agenda,
suddenly competing with plans to
push for sweeping changes in the
nation’s immigration laws. Faced
with a choice after his re-election
in 2004, President George W. Bush
chose to pursue a Social Security
overhaul before an immigration bill
and, amid partisan rancor over the
Social Security fight, ended up getting neither.
For all of the revelry surrounding
the president’s second inauguration
this week, Obama, his aides and
congressional allies know that their
window of opportunity narrows with
each passing month.
“You hope and plan for a year,
with the understanding that it could
be several months less or several
months more,” said Robert Gibbs,
the former White House press secretary and longtime adviser to Obama.
“It does require having a step-bystep plan for the year because you
have a finite amount of time.”
The tenor of the president’s inaugural address Monday, where he
delivered a forceful argument for
pursuing an ambitious liberal agen-

India warns Kashmiris to
prepare for nuclear war
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PARIS — It wafted over northern France late in the night and
reached southern England by morning on Tuesday, a noisome
cloud that roused inhabitants from their sleep with its nauseating stench. There were thousands of frantic calls to emergency
services, from Normandy to Paris, with residents describing the
smell of household gas or rotten eggs, but the authorities moved
quickly to calm fears.
The cloud, officials said, was one of a group of substances
called mercaptans, foul-smelling but largely harmless chemicals
— at low doses, at any rate. It had escaped from a chemical plant
near the northern city of Rouen.
The ministers of the interior and ecology noted that the
chemical is dangerous only at concentrations 20,000 times that
at which the nose detects it.
Lubrizol, the additives company that operates the plant, offered little explanation for the problems, which began when
the production of another chemical went awry, said Nathalie
Bakaev, a company spokeswoman.
—Scott Sayare, The New York Times

WASHINGTON — The Constitution may promise President Barack
Obama another four years in the
White House, but political reality
calls for a far shorter time frame: he
has perhaps as little as a year to accomplish his big-ticket goals for a
second term.
As the president begins promoting his agenda of tackling gun
control, immigration and climate
change, even while bracing for yet
another deadline-driven fiscal debate with Republicans, his advisers
are scrambling to prioritize his ambitions to avoid squandering precious time.
Tensions are already emerging between the White House and
some Democrats about how much
emphasis the president and Vice
President Joe Biden should give their
gun control measures and whether a
drawn-out debate over the Second
Amendment could imperil the rest
of the party’s initiatives, particularly
on immigration.
The mass shooting last month in
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Foul-smelling cloud drifts over
France, alarming residents

By Jeff Zeleny
THE NEW YORK TIMES
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WASHINGTON — A Defense Department inquiry into potentially inappropriate emails between the U.S. commander in
Afghanistan and a socialite in Tampa, Fla., has cleared the officer, Gen. John R. Allen, of wrongdoing, senior officials disclosed
Tuesday.
The Pentagon inspector general wrote to Allen that the investigation had found no improprieties in the email communications with the socialite, Jill Kelley, officials said.
Allen maintained all along that he had done nothing wrong,
and his supporters said the emails had neither violated security
nor represented an improper relationship with Kelley, who frequently hosted social events for senior officers assigned to the
military’s Central Command headquarters in Tampa.
Pentagon officials were no doubt cognizant of the context in
which the emails had been uncovered — as part of the discovery
of an extramarital affair that ended the public career of David H.
Petraeus, who was then in charge of the CIA.
George Little, the Pentagon press secretary, released a statement confirming that Panetta had been officially informed that
the inspector general closed the investigation into Allen.
—Thom Shanker, The New York Times

Four more years, but it’s the
first one that really counts
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Pentagon clears commander
over emails with socialite
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By Stephen Castle
THE NEW YORK TIMES

LONDON — Last year, Prime
Minister David Cameron of Britain
used his appearance at the World
Economic Forum to vent frustration with the European Union, listing some of the policies he would
ditch if he could throw off Europe’s
regulatory shackles.
“In the name of social protection, the EU has promoted unnecessary measures that impose
burdens on businesses and governments, and can destroy jobs,” he argued, adding a list of directives that
he would like to scrap.
One year later, Cameron is following through on that pledge. He
is promising to renegotiate Britain’s
ties to the 27-nation bloc, forge a
new and looser relationship, and is
expected to say on Wednesday that
he would put the outcome of those
talks to a referendum.
A speech on Europe, planned for
last week, was postponed because
of the crisis in Algeria. It has been
rescheduled for Wednesday, ahead
of a possible visit by Cameron to

Davos, Switzerland.
It was unclear whether Cameron
would attend Davos this year and
speak on the same theme. But his
tough line on Europe echoes growing British disenchantment with a
bloc whose single currency union,
which the British never joined, has
been in crisis for three years.
Yet, supposing Cameron were to
succeed in scaling down Britain’s
involvement, some central questions will arise. Can Britain play a
more limited role in Brussels and
still retain significant influence
there? And what might that mean
for Britain’s full participation in
one of the world’s biggest single
markets?
In their 40-year history of engagement with a unifying Europe,
Britons have never embraced the
idea of unity; instead they have seen
their ties to the Continent in pragmatic terms. Increasingly, London’s
conclusion seems to be that the
costs in terms of regulatory burdens
and financial contributions are not
outweighed by clear benefits.
Cameron argues that to stabilize
support for the European Union in

Britain, the relationship must be
loosened and focused more on the
bloc’s single market of almost 500
million people.
Britain, which is in the second
tier of EU membership, not only
stayed out of the euro — and unlike most of the others on the sidelines has no intention of joining
— but also does not participate in
Europe’s Schengen passport-free
travel zone. The British government
also announced last year that it
would opt out of a range of justice
and security policy areas.
A group of Conservative lawmakers argued last week for five
treaty changes, including those that
would allow any country to block
new EU legislation on financial services, and would repatriate social
and employment laws to national
capitals. Britain’s euro skeptics are
also blunt in their criticism of the
bloc’s agricultural, fisheries and regional aid programs
Many would ideally like to keep
just one element of EU membership: access to the single market. Although achieving such status looks
highly improbable.

France and Germany
mark a milestone
By Melissa Eddy
and Steven Erlanger
THE NEW YORK TIMES

BERLIN — France and Germany
recently issued a joint postage stamp
as part of a yearlong celebration of
the 50th anniversary of the Elysee
Treaty, the landmark agreement between the two former enemies.
The stamp is identical, except
for one telling difference. In each
country, it bears a picture of a man
and woman, side by side, peering
through lenses colored in bluewhite-red and black-red-gold. But
the French stamp costs 80 euro
cents, while its German twin sells for
only 75.
In a year loaded with symbolic
gestures, including Tuesday’s joint
session of Parliament, joint Cabinet
dinner and a concert, that 5-cent
disparity is a reminder that despite
the decades of friendship and enormous day-to-day cooperation, significant, often devilish, differences
persist.

De Gaulle once described Europe as “a coach with horses, with
Germany the horse and France the
coachman.” Since he signed the
treaty with the German chancellor
Konrad Adenauer in 1963, successive governments in both countries
have struggled to overcome, or overlook, what divides them.
But the relationship has never
been as close as some hoped. While
the German news media celebrated
Tuesday’s anniversary of a treaty that
has been a cornerstone for EU and
German prosperity, the tone from
France was harsher. Le Figaro called
it “a friendship broken down,” foundering on “diplomatic and economic tensions,” while Le Monde called
the event “a festival of hypocrisy.”
The critical matter, however, is
that war between the two peoples,
who murdered one another for centuries, seems as inconceivable now
as the Spanish Inquisition.
“Coming from a long history of
conflict and war, they have succeeded in intertwining themselves so

closely that today one can no longer
imagine it any other way than both
partners working closely together,”
said Georg Link, the German foreign
minister’s commissioner for FrancoGerman cooperation.
Yet, even if the two succeed in
establishing a better relationship,
the tensions between centralized,
statist France and federal Germany
are real and will persist. They involve
European issues like the eurozone
crisis and the failed merger of the
aerospace giants EADS and BAE Systems, as well as foreign policy matters, like the obvious disagreements
over military engagements in Libya
and now Mali.
French officials say the two leaders get on decently, agree on fundamental questions and maintain a
daily web of contacts and relationships at all levels. They argue that
former President Nicolas Sarkozy of
France deferred too much to Merkel,
and that Hollande and Merkel
have gotten more done through
compromise.

Venus and Serena Williams
lose in doubles
By Ben Rothenberg
THE NEW YORK TIMES

MELBOURNE, Australia — As
heavily favored as Serena Williams
is to win the women’s singles title at
the 2013 Australian Open, she was an
even heavier favorite to win with her
sister Venus at her side.
The sisters have won 13 women’s
Grand Slam doubles titles and another three Olympic gold medals, a
haul of 16 that equals Serena’s singles
in those categories (15 Grand Slams,
one Olympic Gold). But whereas
Serena is currently playing her 50th
Grand Slam singles draw, she has
played Grand Slam doubles just
more than half as many times, 27,
making her conversion percentage
on championships far higher.
But despite that efficiency, she
and Venus flailed out of the doubles
draw Tuesday in Melbourne, failing to find their form and falling 3-6,
7-6(1), 7-5 in the quarterfinals to the
top-seeded team of Italians Sara Er-

rani and Roberta Vinci.
The match was full of uncharacteristic lowlights for the pair. First
Venus failed to serve out a victory
up 5-4 in the second set, then Serena followed suit by failing to serve
out the match at 6-5. The two then
quickly went down 0-6 in the second
set tiebreak before losing it 1-7.
Serving at 5-5 in the third set, Venus hit two double faults late in the
game to get broken. On the first, she
hit a second serve that bounced well
before the net, causing her to scream.
The second came on break point,
putting the match on Errani’s racket.
The sisters then made four quick unforced errors as they tried to break to
stay in the match, allowing the Italians to hold at love for the victory.
To add injury to insult, Serena
also appeared to feel some discomfort in her right ankle at times in the
match, which she initially injured
in her first-round singles match but
from which she has since shown few
ill effects.

With the loss, the sisters have now
won fewer than half of the Grand
Slam doubles draws they’ve entered,
their still unthinkably high championship percentage slipping to 48.1
percent (13 for 27).
Although it might seem like the
Williamses, who play infrequently,
should not have been favored to
win against a top-ranked pair, history suggests against that. They were
previously 4-1 against top seeded
pairs at Grand Slams, and they walloped Errani and Vinci 6-1, 6-1 at the
Olympics.
Still aglow after their victory, Errani and Vinci were asked if they, as
top seeds, should have had to play
the Williamses as early as the quarterfinals. Errani, whose English is
the stronger of the two, demurred,
saying that all the teams had earned
their rankings and it would be unfair
to switch them. But as her partner
spoke with fair-minded political savvy, Vinci could not help herself from
nodding vigorously.

The Securities and Exchange Commission said Tuesday that
Egan-Jones, the upstart credit ratings firm run by Sean Egan, was
barred for 18 months from issuing certain government-recognized
ratings after the firm made misstatements on an application with the
government.
The SEC said the firm had exaggerated its record when it applied
for a government designation in July 2008. The firm said then that it
had performed 150 ratings of asset-backed securities and 50 ratings
of governments, when it actually had performed none at that time,
according to the agency.
The SEC said that Egan-Jones had also violated provisions preventing conflicts of interest, because two analysts helped to rate entities whose securities they also owned.
Under the terms of the penalty, Egan-Jones is barred from rating
asset-backed and government securities issuers as a so-called nationally recognized statistical rating organization. The firm can still
issue its ratings of such securities — just not with the government
blessing that confers special authority on its opinions. The firm will
also pay a $30,000 penalty as part of the settlement.
—William Alden, The New York Times

Japan’s bond-buying plan quickly
meets criticism
Another central bank, another round of unconventional monetary policy.
Following the lead of their counterparts in the United States, Japan’s central bankers announced Tuesday what they called a groundbreaking effort to reinvigorate the country’s long-moribund economy
and defeat deflation.
With no more room left to cut interest rates and previous steps
unsuccessful, the Bank of Japan is taking a page from the Federal Reserve’s playbook and will pump trillions more yen into the economy
by directly buying government bonds and other assets. It also doubled the country’s official inflation target to two percent. The action
came after months of intense pressure on the Bank of Japan from the
country’s audacious new prime minister, Shinzo Abe, to take more
aggressive action to bolster the economy.
But as in the United States, there are doubts about just how much
of an effect the move will have in Japan. Three rounds of asset purchases since the onset of the financial crisis have successfully headed
off deflation in the U.S. economy but failed to generate the kind of
growth necessary to return employment to prerecession levels.
Japan’s move is also likely to further devalue the yen in the long
term — causing some to worry about a possible round of competitive
devaluations as countries weaken their currencies to bolster growth
in exports. On Tuesday, however, the yen actually rose against the
dollar and the euro amid disappointment that the Bank of Japan’s efforts had not gone far enough.
Given the scale of the efforts in the United States and Europe,
many experts were disappointed by the Bank of Japan’s action because the expanded asset purchases will not begin until 2014. They
complained that was a waste of valuable time in turning around an
economy whose descent into deflation has become a test case of the
effects of doing too little in the face of an economic slowdown.
To make matters worse, the Bank of Japan’s new plan to purchase
10 trillion yen, or $112 billion, in assets each month sounds more
aggressive than it actually will be, said Gustavo Reis, senior international economist at Bank of America Merrill Lynch. That is because
many of the securities the Bank of Japan will be purchasing are in the
form of short-term debt that will quickly mature, so the additional
purchases will equal about $112 billion a year — not a month — beginning in 2014.
By contrast, he said, the Fed’s balance sheet is expected to expand
by a trillion dollars in 2013.
—Nelson D. Schwartz and Hiroko Tabuchi, The New York Times

Nebraska governor approves
Keystone pipeline route
WASHINGTON — The governor of Nebraska on Tuesday approved a revised route through the state for the Keystone XL pipeline
through Nebraska, setting up a decision for President Barack Obama
that pipeline opponents say will be a crucial test of his intentions on
climate change.
Gov. Dave Heineman, reversing an earlier position and brushing
aside vocal opposition from some citizen groups, said the pipeline
could be built and operated safely and would bring thousands of jobs
and hundreds of millions of dollars in new revenue to Nebraska.
The decision came a day after Obama made an assertive pledge
in his inaugural address to tackle climate change in his second term.
Opponents of the pipeline, which would carry heavy crude oil from
tar sands formations in Alberta to refineries on the Gulf Coast, say
that the extraction and consumption of the oil would significantly
worsen global warming and perpetuate the nation’s dependence on
dirty fossil fuels.
Heineman, a Republican, said in a letter to Obama and Secretary
of State Hillary Rodham Clinton that his state’s review found that
the new route avoided sensitive lands and aquifers. Obama rejected
the previous route last January on the grounds that construction of
the pipeline threatened Nebraska’s Sand Hills region and that a spill
could contaminate the critical Ogallala Aquifer.
Heineman said that the pipeline’s operator, TransCanada, had
assured him and state environmental officials that the chances of a
spill would be minimized and that the company would assume all
responsibility for a cleanup in case of an accident.
The State Department, which must review the 1,700-mile pipeline
because it crosses an international border, is in the final stages of preparing an environmental-impact statement on the project. An earlier
version found that the project would have minimal adverse effects
along its route. TransCanada’s chief executive, Russell K. Girling, said
Washington should now follow Nebraska’s lead.
“Keystone XL is the most studied cross-border pipeline ever proposed,” Girling said in a statement, “and it remains in America’s national interests to approve a pipeline that will have a minimal impact
on the environment.”
—John M. Broder, The New York Times
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An open letter to
MIT IS&T and the
MIT Administration
Why does the MIT Mystery Hunt need
to be hosted at EC2 or get sponsorship and
infrastructure from VMware, Google, or
Rackspace in the first place? MIT is still,
in my opinion, the world’s preeminent
engineering institution, yet its inability
to host something as relatively mundane
as a student-run puzzle hunt activity (yes
the largest in the world, but still it’s just a
puzzle hunt on a web site) in 2014 would be
an absolute embarrassment.
Currently, IS&T’s website itself is down,
email delivery between MIT and the rest
of the world is spotty, The Tech’s web site
is inaccessible, 3down (the Institute’s
site-outage notification site) itself is down,
and most other MIT-related and hosted
web sites other than the front page are
also inaccessible. The director of IS&T has
resigned (apparently not as a result of these
issues, The Tech reports — I’d link to the
article but, well, you know, the site’s down).
The administration and IS&T will surely
blame the DDOS (distributed denial-ofservice) attack and Anonymous (the amorphous organization out there on the web
organizing these attacks) for all of this. Yet
a site like WBC (Westboro Bible Church)
has been the target of attacks for weeks

now, and none of their hateful websites are
down or have needed to be mangled, or
have been compromised or vandalized as
badly as MIT’s have. Several other websites
and companies (some of which I have
worked for or currently work for) are also
regularly targets of DDOS attacks and yet
remain generally accessible and organized
in the face of even the worst full-frontal
internet assaults. IS&T’s response to the
DDOS attack has been, from external appearances and my experiences on campus
this weekend at least, worse than the attack
itself. Continued vast service outages,
intermittent detachment of MIT from
email systems around the world, and zero
effective communication with customers,
departments, and students as far as I can
tell. DDOS attacks are a fact of life on the
Internet. They should, like Anonymous
itself, be respected but above all expected.
At MIT, departments like the Broad Institute, Media Lab, CSAIL, etc. all have split
off from MIT’s network and computing
infrastructure because of IS&T’s apparent
perennial failure as a service organization worthy of MIT and the people that
work and study there. Here’s an anecdotal
example of the kind of failures that these
departments and organizations expect:
When I was a Systems Administrator at
IS&T, installing what passed as a smallsized supercomputer into an IS&T server
room (hosted for the department of biology
if my memory serves correctly) caused a

fire, power outage, and a rushed redesign
of the power infrastructure, followed by
several more power outages.
Universities like UIUC, the state systems
at California and Florida, and Universities of Wisconsin, and Ohio all have well
known, fully operational technology
incubators and “startup factories” on their
campuses connected and serviced through
their network services, infrastructure,
and hosting and IT departments. As the
birthplace of so many startups, ideas, and
technologies, it’s shameful that something
like this can apparently not exist on the
MIT network under the umbrella of IS&T in
its current form. Is this because of current
administration and management’s shortsightedness, entrenchments, technological
incompetence, or a combination of all of
the above?
As the winning team of the 2013 MIT
IAP Mystery Hunt, we are already starting to look towards the 2014 hunt and the
network and computing services it will require. By engaging with the new leadership
at IS&T, our team should be able to use the
actual MIT infrastructure to give us what
we need and want for a successful activity
that showcases MIT to all of the world. We
want to be able to have this event hosted
on MIT’s network. Anything else should be
an embarrassment to whoever is in charge
of IS&T as well as the rest of the Institute’s
administration.
Benjamin O’Connor ’00
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CORRECTIONS

In last Wednesday’s issue, the alumni track meet photo caption incorrectly added
the scores of the men’s and women’s teams. The women’s varsity team beat the women
alumni 87.5-34.5, and the men’s varsity team beat the men alumni 87-35. The teams and
competitions are distinct.
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OPINION POLICY
Editorials are the official opinion of The Tech. They are
written by the Editorial Board, which consists of Chairman
Aislyn Schalck, Editor in Chief Jessica J. Pourian, Managing
Editor Connor Kirschbaum, Executive Editor Ethan A.
Solomon, and Opinion Editor Andy Liang.
Dissents are the signed opinions of editorial board
members choosing to publish their disagreement with the
editorial.
Letters to the editor, columns, and editorial cartoons
are written by individuals and represent the opinion of the
author, not necessarily that of the newspaper. Electronic
submissions are encouraged and should be sent to letters@
tech.mit.edu. Hard copy submissions should be addressed
to The Tech, P.O. Box 397029, Cambridge, Mass. 02139-7029,
or sent by interdepartmental mail to Room W20-483. All
submissions are due by 4:30 p.m. two days before the date of
publication.
Letters, columns, and cartoons must bear the authors’
signatures, addresses, and phone numbers. Unsigned letters
will not be accepted. The Tech reserves the right to edit or

condense letters; shorter letters will be given higher priority.
Once submitted, all letters become property of The Tech, and
will not be returned. Letters, columns, and cartoons may also
be posted on The Tech’s Web site and/or printed or published
in any other format or medium now known or later that
becomes known. The Tech makes no commitment to publish
all the letters received.
Guest columns are opinion articles submitted by members
of the MIT or local community.

TO REACH US
The Tech’s telephone number is (617) 253-1541. E-mail is the
easiest way to reach any member of our staff. If you are unsure
whom to contact, send mail to general@tech.mit.edu, and it
will be directed to the appropriate person. You can reach the
editor in chief by e-mailing eic@tech.mit.edu. Please send
press releases, requests for coverage, and information about
errors that call for correction to news@tech.mit.edu. Letters
to the editor should be sent to letters@tech.mit.edu. The Tech
can be found on the World Wide Web at http://tech.mit.edu.
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President Reif has asked me to
lead a review of our involvement in
the events that began in Fall 2010,
when the library system learned
that large numbers of articles were
being downloaded from JSTOR,
up through Aaron Swartz’s shocking suicide on January 11. Among
the thousands of news articles and
postings over the past week — many
strongly critical of MIT — there was
at least one comment that saw a
glimmer of encouragement that the
administration has assigned this
task to a faculty member strongly
identified with the ideals of free
and open access to information on
the Net, the same ideals that Aaron
championed so passionately. I’m
grateful and humbled by President
Reif’s expression of confidence, and
I’ll try to approach this review with
fairness and with respect to Aaron’s
memory, to his family, and to our
community.
This matter is urgently serious for
MIT. The world respects us not only
for our scholarship and our science,
but because we are an institution
whose actions are and always have
been guided by the highest ideals
and the most thoughtful judgment.
Our commitment to those ideals is
now coming into question. At last
Saturday’s memorial, Aaron’s partner Taren Stinebrickner-Kauffman
described his mental state: “He
faced indifference from MIT, an
institution that could have protected
him with a single public statement

and refused to do so, in defiance
of all of its own most cherished
principles.”
I don’t know — we don’t know
— if that’s accurate or fair. But it
demands our response. I hope this
review can provide some insight into
what MIT did or didn’t do, and why.
The review will not be a witchhunt or an attempt to lay blame on
individuals. We don’t know what
we’ll find as the answers unfold, but
I expect to find that every person
acted in accordance with MIT
policy. More than that: they acted
in the belief that their actions were
legally and ethically proper.

I hope this review
can provide some
insight into what
MIT did or didn’t do,
and why.
In last Sunday’s Boston Globe,
distinguished MIT alumnus and
former US Senator John E. Sununu
writes:
“For its part, MIT is conducting
the inevitable soul-searching internal investigation. New administrative policies and campus rules will
be written in the soft tones of academic boilerplate. But a new policy
handbook will not suffice. This is a
crisis of values and judgment, and it
requires a change in attitude, starting at the top.”

Official charge from Reif
To this point, MIT’s administration has refrained from speaking
about this matter publicly, out of its
expressed desire to first have a full
record of events via our report. But
when the record is clear, we will all
need to ask if Sununu’s criticism is
on target. Are we becoming a place
that, in the words of legal scholar
James Boyle, “confuses order with
rectitude”? That’s a question not
only for MIT’s leadership, but something we will all need to ask of one
another — and of ourselves.
This is for later in the spring. For
now we will start with a review that
gives us a clear record of what happened; that’s the review that President Reif has asked us to conduct.
I hope the report can be ready in a
few weeks.
There have been dozens of questions in the press and on the Net
over the past week. But the most important questions are the ones that
will come from the MIT community,
because we are the ones who will be
held to account. IS&T has created a
web site at http://swartz-review.mit.
edu where you can suggest questions
and issues to guide this review and
you can comment on the questions
of others. Please remember that this
is about the first phase only — questions about what happened and why.
A second phase, where we all deliberate over implications, will follow.
Hal Abelson PhD ’73
Class of 1922 Professor of Computer
Science and Engineering

January 22, 2013
Dear Professor Abelson:
Since Fall 2010, MIT has been involved in events arising from actions taken by Aaron Swartz to access JSTOR through the MIT computer network. I have asked
you, and you have graciously agreed, to review MIT’s
involvement.
The purpose of this review is to describe MIT’s actions
and to learn from them. Your review should (1) describe
MIT’s actions and decisions during the period beginning
when MIT first
became aware of unusual JSTOR-related activity
on its network by a then-unidentified person, until the
death of Aaron Swartz on January 11, 2013, (2) review the
context of these decisions and the options that MIT considered, and (3) identify the issues that warrant further
analysis in order to learn from these events.
I trust that the MIT community, including those involved in these events, always acts with high professional integrity and a strong sense of responsibility to MIT.
However, MIT tries continuously to improve and to meet
its highest aspirations. It is in that spirit that I ask you to
help MIT learn from these events.
Time is of the essence. Presently, many in the MIT
community do not know what to make of the news reports on this matter. Out of respect for the value of analysis and reflection, MIT will wait for your report before
making comment on the events that you will be examining. I urge you to conduct your review as rapidly as you
can do so responsibly. I will be responsible for sharing
your report with the MIT community and the public.
On behalf of MIT, I thank you in advance for the objectivity, analytic skill, and high sense of responsibility
that you will bring to this task.
Sincerely,
L. Rafael Reif
President
The Tech received this letter from the MIT News Office.
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UPPERCUT by Steve Sullivan
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by Jorge Cham

Saturday Stumper

by Charles Slack and Nancy Salomon
Solution, page 13

ACROSS
1 Hot food
7 Take a hike
12 When forging began
14 Roll player
16 Look ahead
18 Lost, as layers
19 Disputatious group
20 Unreliable source
21 Stiffened, perhaps
22 Not just any
23 “Good” guy
24 Socks
25 Place for a catch
27 It’s never dated
29 Beet’s close kin
30 Showed respect, in a way
31 Cut off the back
32 Ishmael’s descendants
34 Lower
37 Spills
38 Stage
39 Cut back

41 Setting for Chicago’s
Summerfest: Abbr.
42 Dispirit
43 Windsurfers’ mecca
44 Precipitately
47 Denounce with vigor
48 Like some class conflicts?
50 Abide
51 Brie base, often
52 Value
53 Restless one, supposedly
DOWN
1 Have too many
2 Charge
3 Where lines are dropped
4 Cause to blow up
5 Capture
6 Diva’s oversized baggage
7 What Charlie Brown calls his
teacher
8 Lock opener
9 Revel riotously

10 Having something worn
11 German Johnny
13 Champion
14 Big bucks
15 Sewed up
17 They may help you get a
grip
21 Approve of
24 Wine __
25 Add one’s two cents, with
“in”
26 Word from the Sanskrit for
“queen”
28 Cast off a cast
29 Practice energy
conservation
31 Hiker’s quarters
32 Rather firm
33 What goes around
34 “Put a lid on it!”
35 Adaptable
36 Expected
37 Big break

38 Opposite of “wet”
40 Limited quantities
42 File holder
43 Clipper components

45 __-pointe (ballet position)
46 __ house
47 Margaret Mead hangout
49 You can’t stand to have it
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WEBCOMIC OF ROMANCE,
SARCASM, MATH, AND LANGUAGE

by Randall Munroe
Hipster CDC Reports Flu Epidemic Peaked Years Ago
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Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column, row, and 3 by 3 grid contains exactly
one of each of the digits 1 through 9.
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Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column and row contains exactly one of each of
the numbers 1–6. Follow the mathematical operations for each box.
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[1161] Hand Sanitizer
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Mystery Hunt, from Page 8
ered outside the Mezzanine Lounge
on the 3rd floor of the student center
(W20) with various forms of caffeine.
This was expected; it is not unheard
of for hunters to sacrifice sleep while
their team is actively hunting.

By Sunday, the
hunt was taking its
toll on many of its
participants.
Matt Lahut, member of the team A
Plate said, “For these weekends, I tend
to expect to get 2 hours of sleep, so I
take the next day off from work when
I get back so I can catch up.”
In return, attendees were given
plates with an encrypted message.

Saturday

A Hunt of Epic Proportions

Atlas Shrugged wins, sets record for longest team name
By Stan Gill
NEWS EDITOR

At 2 p.m. Friday afternoon. Mystery
Hunt team Sleipnir’s Wranglers was
prepared for the long haul. Their classroom in Building 12 was outfitted with
snacks, caffeine, a chalkboard, and
even a webcam so their remote solvers
could join the atmosphere of the live
hunt. As they excitedly opened the first
puzzle, little did they know they would
be a part of the longest hunt in history.
Mystery Hunt 2013, written by the
winners of last year’s hunt, the Manic
Sages, ended on Monday afternoon after 73 hours and 18 minutes of intense
puzzle solving. The team that found
the coin — hidden behind a safe constructed in 13-1143 (just off of Lobby
13) amid a pile of similar coins — was
the team whose name was the entire text of Ayn Rand’s Atlas Shrugged
(there was no character limit for team
names during registration).

By Monday
morning, the hunt
had already been
declared the
longest in history.
The hunt began on Friday after a
short opening ceremony in Rockwell
Cage. It seemed that the Manic Sages
had mortgaged the coin for their own
profit to Enigma Valley Savings &
Loan, and the coin could not be withdrawn for a period of “no less than 50
years.” Thankfully, Alyssa P. Hacker
enlisted the help of consultants from
the Institute for Heist Training, Facilitation, and Planning (IHTFP) to rescue
the coin so the tradition of the hunt
could continue.
After a short delay, the hunt was on.

NICHOLAS CHORNAY—THE TECH

Codex, the team that wrote last year’s
hunt after winning in 2011, cheered as
they solved their first puzzle in a mere
12 minutes, commemorating the occasion by pressing a Staples-brand Easy
Button.
Benjamin M. Hill SM ’07 has been
with Codex since he started hunting
during his first IAP at MIT in 2006. Hill
feels that he has a different perspective
on the hunt after having been a part of
the team that wrote the hunt last year.
“I think that going through the process of creating a puzzle forces you to
think about what things will be obvious and improves your ability to solve
puzzles,” Hill said. “Writing the hunt
was a very positive experience.”
Hill also mentioned that the reason
he continues to solves puzzles is for
the “Aha!” moment you get when you
finally solve a puzzle.
“In my day job, I work on a lot of
problems that maybe don’t have answers,” Hill said. “It’s really awesome to
work in a space where if you put in 1-5
hours of mental energy, you will have
a solution. Someone has test-solved
for it, you know that it’s solvable; you
know that there is an answer and that
there was designed to be an answer.
There’s something really satisfying
about being able to do that and do that
on a certain scale.”
Indeed, writing the hunt is a lot
of work in its own right. Manic Sage
Adam “Pesto” Hesterberg G estimates that he put “somewhere in the
range of 500–1000 hours” into creating the hunt. He also noted that other
members of the team put in similar
amounts of work.

groups, are comprised largely of current MIT undergrads and alumni.
Others, such as Codex, consist of a
mix of MIT affiliates and puzzle enthusiasts with no connection to MIT.
In fact, Codex was originally started
by Harvard undergraduates.
Teams solve puzzles including
simple word searches, complicated encodings in semaphore, runarounds — where the answer to the
puzzle is revealed after visiting several different spots on and off campus
— and creative challenges, like one
that required participants to create
an article similar to those that appear
on the popular website Cracked.
The answers from those puzzles
feed into larger metapuzzles, whose
answers feed into even larger “super” metapuzzles, a metapuzzle of
metapuzzles. Puzzles can be forward
solved, backward solved (if finding the answer to a different puzzle
lets you infer the answer to a given
puzzle), or bought using “options”
that were awarded over time and as
prizes at the various events held over
the weekend.
This year, there were seven
“rounds” of puzzles (rounds 0–6).
When a team solved the super
metapuzzle in a given round, the
team would successfully recruit a
consultant (characters such as Indiana Jones and Agent 86) to help them
pull off the heist. Completing all seven rounds unlocked the chance to go
on the final run-around consisting
of three final challenges that yielded
the key cards that unlocked the coin.

What is Mystery Hunt?

At the start of the hunt, some
teams knew they were in it just for
the fun of solving puzzles and had no
intention to win.
“The 30–70 people range doesn’t
really put us in contention [to win],”
Gregory Reimann, a member of
Sleipnir’s Wranglers said. “Our strategies will be around trying to get
people involved and to have more
fun.”
Other teams, such as Atlas
Shrugged, were in it to win it. The
team, comprised mostly of students
and alumni from two floors in the
East Campus dorm (2nd west and
3rd east), previously won in 2003
and was out to win again. They, like
other teams, had members working
remotely from around the world.
“We have 15-20 people hunting
together in San Francisco right now,”
said Laura Royden ’13, member of
Atlas Shrugged. “We have people
in Chicago, France, and all over the
place.”
Friday proved to be a slow day for
most teams. However, enthusiasm
was high at the first event on Friday
night, a Casino night in Lobdell. Following that event, at midnight, was a
“dinner party.” Teams were asked to
bring a drink to share; many gath-

Mystery Hunt is a large puzzle hunt
held annually at MIT over Martin Luther King Jr. Day weekend. The puzzles
are generally solved in teams of varying size and origin. Some teams, such
as those based in dorms and living

Friday
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Mystery Hunt, Page 9

Despite the fact that a number
of the hunters worked on puzzles
through the night, Saturday morning started with a packed Mezzanine
Lounge full of hunters playing a version of telephone for more options.
Later that afternoon, one member of
each team was invited to play a geography game in the style of Where in the
World is Carmen Sandiego. After the
game — which consisted of a 21 question trivia game, a lightning round,
and a matching game — concluded,
participants used the pieces from the
matching game, cutouts of the United
States — presented to them upon entry — and a blacklight to reveal another hint. The evening event was a
tad quieter; members from each team
were invited to play “Bananagrams” in
groups of four. Satisfying certain conditions would complete the event and
reward the team with another hint.
It was apparent by Saturday night
that the hunt was moving slower
than expected. Hesterberg said that
the Sages aimed for the hunt to end
around Sunday evening, but they
underestimated the amount of time
it would take for the teams to solve
each puzzle.
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In addition, the email outage
that happened late Friday night
into Saturday morning hurt communication between teams and
HQ. However, Jacob Hurwitz ’14,
Associate Logistics Director for
the Sages, added that most teams
who had trouble getting in touch
with HQ via email then tried other
means.

Sunday
By Sunday, the hunt was taking its toll on many of its participants. The Manic Sages did
their best to alleviate the frustration; HQ dispatched some of
their members to help the teams
that were far behind, made it extremely easy to accumulate more
options , and even substituted
in easier puzzles as the hunt
dragged on.

EMILIO PACE—THE TECH
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“We had a puzzle that we removed for time,” Dan Zaharopol
’04 said during the closing ceremonies as he was met with laughter
from the audience. The puzzle removed was a “bureaucracy” puzzle
in which you submitted answers to
a form, but each question had two
possible answers. When solved,
the form would return the phrase,
“Enigma Valley gives you the runaround,” which would prompt the
team to proceed to the final stage.
The teams felt the pressure as
well. According to statistics from
HQ, the team Death from Above
(which ended the hunt as Death
and Mayhem after merging with
Electric Mayhem), was in second
place until the end of Sunday.
Death and Mayhem’s rate of puzzle
solving dropped overnight, allowing Palindrome to overtake them
for second place.

EMILIO PACE—THE TECH

For hints on Sunday, teams could
visit Lobby 7 in the morning for an
event similar to the moneybag scene
in the movie The Thomas Crowne Affair or the Bush Room (10-105) in the
afternoon to solve a human Rubicks
cube of sorts.

Monday and Closing
By Monday morning, the hunt had
already been declared the longest hunt
in history, surpassing the previous
record, the 68 hour hunt created by
the French Armada in 2004. On Sunday, HQ sent out an announcement
that teams only needed to solve five
of the six super metapuzzles to win.
While many people had to leave starting Sunday night, there were still 25
teams that submitted answers sometime on Monday. The Manic Sages in
HQ cheered when team ChemE, a five
person team that registered at 9 a.m.
on Friday morning, correctly called
in their answer to a Round 0 puzzle at
about 8 a.m. Monday morning.
The mood in tweets about Mystery Hunt changed from excitement
to good-natured frustration that the
hunt was still going.
Jeff Schwartz remarked via Twitter
that “this #mysteryhunt is so long that
it spanned 2 presidential terms,” referring to the presidential inauguration
on Sunday morning.
The Manic Sages declared Atlas
Shrugged the winners at 11:56 a.m. on
Monday. Atlas Shrugged then went on
the final run-around and found the
coin three hours later. HQ was still
receiving call-ins for answers up to
25 minutes before the hunt officially
ended. Normally the winner is not
declared until after the coin is found,
but because hunt ran so long with no
other close competitors, the Sages
preemptively declared Atlas Shrugged
the winners.
After 73 hours and 18 minutes and
a humorous closing ceremony featuring a run through of the hunt’s structure and the unveiling of some especially creative and tricky answers, the
hunt concluded with a party in the
Mezzanine Lounge.
For The Tech’s video footage of
the Mystery Hunt, go to http://bit.ly/
SzBlAL.
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The right way to write
Reconsidering the cursive handwriting style
By Deena Wang
CAMPUS LIFE EDITOR

The hardest thing about taking the SAT
was writing the honor code in cursive. Well,
that’s kind of an exaggeration, but after having drilled the essays and math, the cursive
was the only thing that took me by surprise.
I spent agonizing minutes, trying to remember how to form capital letters. When
that was over with, I thought that I would
never touch cursive ever again.
I was proud of my poor handwriting. I
thought the content mattered more than
the form. After all, there’s that old joke that
doctors have illegible prescriptions. When
taking notes in class, my chicken scratch
was so much faster than round bubbly letters and i’s dotted with hearts. And if, on
a test, the grader couldn’t quite make out
the answer, but it looked okay, I’d get the
points, right?
I also never saw the use of cursive.
Why bother learning to write in two ways,
when print is sufficient, and keyboards
abundant? Plus, it was slower to write, and
hard to read. I could barely understand the
boxes of letters that my high-school English
teacher brought to class. Once my school

abandoned teaching me that form of writing, I never looked back.
My attitude changed after I met a calligraphy enthusiast. He would write quotations to put on his door, and leave beautiful
words on scrap paper, lying about. The form
complemented the meaning, directly or
ironically. A quote about truth and beauty
was all the more beautiful (although I can’t
say it was all the more true), but even a page
of curse words was delightful.

Everything was
redolent of an older
time, when the written
word was more
valuable.
He piqued my curiosity about penmanship, so I investigated the subject myself.
On the website of the International Association of Master Penmen, Engrossers, and
Teachers of Handwriting was an archive of
old penmanship manuals and handwriting
exemplars. The words were so precise and
neat, they resembled a typeface. Everything

was redolent of an older time, when the written word was more valuable. Thus encouraged, I found a student’s handbook teaching
Spencerian Cursive and set to work.
It turns out I had been taught the subject
incorrectly all those years ago. The American D’Nealian style of teaching cursive
emphasizes copying letter forms in a slow,
laborious process, whereas Spencerian cursive, originating from a time when handwriting was the only way to communicate,
emphasizes producing letters using fluid,
wave-shaped motions. I found out that I had
been writing ‘A’s and ‘O’s incorrectly the entire time, which had no doubt increased my
previous frustration with cursive.
Trying to retrain my script gave me
an appreciation for the work of medieval
monks. There were drills to practice the individual shapes of letters, to write as fast as
possible. It took two months to get my cursive in an acceptable state, and more to get
it fluid. I found that for cursive scripts, the
lower-case letters are all the same, and only
for the upper-case letters do the styles differ.
Once I mastered Spencerian cursive,
everything I wrote got that much classier.
Before, it was a grocery list. Now, it was a
grocery list, in cursive!

Soon, I was taking the next step in oldschool charm: using a fountain pen. Writing
with a fountain pen is beautiful; I can feel
the scratch of the paper transmitting vibrations to my hand. The well of ink is a tap
from my cerebrospinal fluid to the page. In
the infinity of all possible words, I am the
one that decides what is written.

Writing with a fountain
pen is beautiful; I can
feel the scratch of the
paper transmitting
vibrations to my hand.
Writing in cursive may have advantages
beyond aesthetics. According to a Princeton
study, studying text in a more difficult-toread font can improve long-term learning
and retention of information. I can feel vindicated for writing my class notes in cursive
just to practice.
Now that I have tasted the benefits of reformatting my handwriting, I would like to
urge my fellow students to pick up a pen,
and join their letters.

Council
for the Arts
at MIT

GRANTS PROGRAM
All current MIT students, staff &
faculty are invited to apply for funding
to support art related projects.
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Ellipsis, an open-ended
approach to music
The Tech speaks with violinist Amanda
Wang ’03, member of the Ellipsis Piano Trio
By Grace Young
STAFF WRITER

MIT alumna Amanda Wang ’03 performed
on the violin in Killian Hall last week with her
group, the Ellipsis Piano Trio. Having just finished her doctoral degree in music at Boston
University, Wang also competes with the MIT
ballroom dance team. She took time Sunday
afternoon to tell us about her experiences with
engineering and music.

—Amanda Wang ’03

The Tech: How did you engage with music
while at MIT?
Amanda Wang: I was in the Emerson
music scholarship program and studied with
Lynn Chang. MIT has a fantastic chamber
music program. It’s the most fun I’ve had in a
chamber music program of any of the schools
I’ve been to. Marcus Thompson and David Deveau run the program, and they do a great job.
MIT also has some wonderful composers on
faculty, for example John Harbison, who gave
us many chamber music coachings. The music
library is a good place for a nap (and for music
scores). Building 4 is always open to students
who want to practice or rehearse. Ironically, I
couldn’t have asked for a better environment
to explore music than at a technical school.
TT: This may sound odd, but have you
found any connections between music and
electrical engineering?
AW: In engineering, you sometimes have
a complicated problem, and you learn to divide it into steps, black boxes; you learn when

SUSAN WILSON

The Ellipsis Piano Trio (from left to right: Tae Kim, Amanda Wang ’03, and Patrick
Owen) performed at Killian Hall last Friday, Jan. 19.
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‘MIT has a fantastic
chamber music
program.’

faced with a tough problem to not panic. Also,
I can now count to four. I know a lot of other
scientist, engineers, mathematicians who play
music.
TT: You just finished your doctoral degree
in music. Do you get any strange reactions
when people hear your undergraduate degree
is in electrical engineering?
AW: Mostly they don’t ask. But when they
do, they don’t hold it against me. There are
many strong musicians at MIT, and I know
many other non-music majors who have gone
into music as a career.
TT: What was your dissertation about?
AW: My doctoral dissertation was on Penderecki’s Third String Quartet, which was written in 2008. Doctoral work in music is very
different from engineering, because we write
about things that others create.
TT: What’s your week-to-week schedule
like? Do you perform often, teach, or study?
AW: Concerts are usually Friday, Saturday,
and/or Sunday during concert season (which
is the regular school year.) My piano trio, Ellipsis Piano Trio, is just starting up, so we don’t
perform as regularly as we’d like. We rehearse
during weekdays from 10 to 4 p.m., and we
take care of all our business then (bookings,
recordings, publicity, rehearsals, etc.).
TT: How did the Ellipsis Piano Trio get
started, and where did the name come from?
AW: We got started because we love chamber music and piano trios suit our personalities well. In a piano trio, there are more chances for us to play as individuals. Why ellipsis? It
indicates an unfinished thought, which is how
we approach music making — an open-ended, life-long process.
TT: What’s next for you?
AW: I’m looking around for a dog, around
30 pounds, shaggy, doesn’t bark too much.
I could bring my dog to rehearsals since my
trio mates don’t mind.
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Sunday, January 27, 2013.
First round interviews will be held on
February 5th.
About the ACI Program:
The ACI position is a 10-week program,
running from mid-June to mid-August.
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by June 2014. All majors are welcome.
*Applicants must apply via www.joinbain.com
AND Career Development Center. Please include a
cover letter, resume and unofficial transcript.
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Langer speaks on Boston unveils three new
research, publicity student-assignment plans
Calls medal ‘tremendous honor’
Langer, from Page 1
field, and yet I don’t think in medicine it’s that well-recognized, so I
think if I get an award or anybody
in the field gets an award, it’s good
for the field. It may also contribute
to making students or postdocs
feel that biomedical engineering in general is a good field in
which to work, which I also think
is a good thing. So I think all those
things are positive.

‘The early days were
discouraging, but…
I would probably tell
myself that things
would get better.’

—Robert Langer

TT: Your latest project is InVivo. You’ve done tissue engineering, you’re done cancer research,
you’ve done hair care. How do you
pick your next project?
RL: Well, most of what we start
within the lab is pretty fundamental bioengineering research. It’s
like, we make a discovery or invent
something and it really doesn’t
necessarily have an immediate
application. Some inventions or
discoveries might have some potential applications that we or others might envision, but sometimes
you’re wrong. For example, when
we did the earliest work on controlled release, I thought it might
be useful for diabetes but our approaches turned out to be useful
in different kinds of cancers and
other diseases. Many of these discoveries were published in Science
or Nature originally, and they’re
sort of broad-platform technologies that you can apply across the
board. So at MIT we’ve done a lot
of fundamental work, and we’ve
published these papers and filed
patents, and you can apply them
to many things.
TT: If you could go back in time
and give yourself some advice,
what would it be?
RL: I guess it depends how far
back in time. When I started out
my career, even here as a young
assistant professor, a lot of people
didn’t believe in what I was doing.

They didn’t think it would work.
In fact, I remember when I was
here just for a year or two a lot of
professors told me I should leave,
that I’d never even get a threeyear appointment renewed. And,
to be blunt, that was depressing.
I was depressed and sad about it
because I believed in what I was
doing, but I was probably the only
person that did. I tried to tell myself that, ‘well, things will work out
okay,’ because now it’s easy to look
back, and I know that it did work
out okay. But certainly at the time,
when almost everybody was telling me that I would never make it
at MIT or anywhere, and that the
things that I was doing didn’t work
and that they shouldn’t fund my
grants, I mean, that was sad. The
early days were discouraging, but
like I said, I would probably tell
myself that things would get better.

‘I used to do magic
shows at MIT, but I
haven’t done them
in a while.’

—Robert Langer

TT: So many people wonder,
it seems like you’ve gotten every
prize but the Nobel. Is that on the
horizon?
RL: I’m lucky to have won the
engineering prizes — Nobel Prizes
are normally given for very fundamental work. As an engineer I feel
very privileged to have gotten the
Draper prize, which people consider the engineering Nobel, and
other prizes too.
TT: What’s something people
don’t know about you?
RL: I exercise two to three hours
a day — I work while I’m exercising. We have a recumbent bike: I
sit there with a Blackberry, papers
that I’m going over, and I just do
that. I actually can do it on the elliptical too, and even the treadmill
I figured out ways to do it. I have to
do it on a high incline if I want to
burn significant calories, but I can
read on a high incline. I [also] used
to do a lot of magic; I used to do
magic shows at MIT, but I haven’t
done them in a while.
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School department hopes to shorten commute
By James Vaznis
THE BOSTON GLOBE

The average distance students
travel to school in Boston would
shrink by about a half mile, under
three proposals officials released
Tuesday to allow more children
to attend schools closer to their
homes.
“It’s a significant savings” in
traveling distance, said Carleton
Jones, the School Department’s
executive director of capital and
facilities management. “Did we
meet our goal of having more children attend schools closer to their
home? We certainly did.”
Mayor Thomas M. Menino instructed school officials last year
to come up with a new student-assignment system that allows more
children to attend schools closer
to their homes, as he criticized the
current system for tearing apart
the fabric of neighborhoods by
causing students who live on the
same street to scatter to many different schools.
The three proposals released
Tuesday would reduce the number of schools from which parents
can choose to send their children
to, but students would still travel
on average more than a mile to
school, ranging between 1.12 miles
to 1.19 miles.
One proposal creates 10 assignment zones that divvy up the city’s
approximately 80 elementary and
K-8 schools and its early childhood
centers, a plan that would offer between three and fourteen school
choices.
One zone would stretch from

the Fenway to South Boston, another from North Dorchester to
Mattapan, and another would tie
together West Roxbury and Hyde
Park.
The two other proposals — created with assistance from an MIT
doctoral student and a professor
— call for no zones.
Instead, a complex algorithm
would generate a list of schools
parents can choose from based
on a variety of factors, such as distance from home, school capacity,
and MCAS performance.
One of the “no-zone” proposals
would guarantee at least six school
choices and the other at least nine.
The computer-generated plans
seek to ensure that all parents have
at least some good-performing
schools to choose from, especially
if there are none in immediate
proximity to their homes.
The 10-zone plan and the two
no-zone plans represent a big
break from the current system,
which divides the city into three
large assignment zones, with each
offering about two dozen choices.
Students currently commute an
average of 1.87 miles.
School officials will present
the proposals Wednesday night
to the External Advisory Committee, which Menino appointed last
year to recommend changes to the
student-assignment system.
Helen Dajer, the committee’s
cochairwoman, said she has a favorite but declined to identify it,
saying she wanted to keep an open
mind.
“I want to hear what the community has to say and I want to

hear feedback from other committee members,” Dajer said. “I have
been swayed in the past.”
Other committee members
also expressed optimism about the
new proposals, which replace five
initial plans pitched in September that were strongly criticized
by many parents and some advisory committee members as leaving too many families with only
low-performing schools to choose
from.
“The good news is that all these
options will get students attending
schools near home, but ‘near’ is a
relative term,” said John Nucci, a
member of the panel who favors
neighborhood-based schools. “To
me, the challenge will be to decide
which plan gets students closest to
home and into a quality schools.”
Miren Uriarte, a committee member who has repeatedly
raised concerns that some neighborhoods do not have quality
schools, said she is leaning toward
the no-zone options because the
algorithm tries to ensure that all
families have at least some good
schools from which to choose.
“The nine-school model seems
to offer more possibility, but I want
to see how it plays out neighborhood by neighborhood,” Uriarte
said of the no-zone proposal
that would generate at least nine
school choices.
Beyond the committee, some
political leaders said they too were
encouraged by the new proposals.
The advisory committee could
vote on its recommendations next
month. The School Committee
must approve any final plan.

HGST is Hiring Throughout 2013!

Be at the Forefront of Cloud Storage Design:
One of the Hottest New Tech Sectors
Cloud computing, Big Data, Virtualization, Social networks, Mobile devices – all are
changing the way we work and communicate and creating an avalanche of content
that must be stored, managed and preserved securely. The world's most advanced
centers for cloud storage design are at HGST.
HGST, is a market and patent leader in hard disk and solid state drive storage and a
consultant to the largest cloud services providers. There is nothing more innovative
than the work in the data storage sector. In the words of our VP of Research,
“it is literally more challenging than rocket science.”

New College Graduates, Coops & Internships:

Channel Firmware Integration Engineer ‒ Irvine, CA
Firmware Development Engineer ‒ Irvine, CA
Product Test Engineer ‒ San Jose, CA
Storage Architecture Research Staff Member ‒ San Jose, CA
ASIC Development Engineer ‒ San Jose, CA
Metrology and Wyko Test Engineer ‒ San Jose, CA
Architecture/Performance Engineer ‒ San Jose, CA
PCBA Development Engineer ‒ San Jose, CA
Customer Support Web Design ‒ San Jose, CA
HDD Sales Operations ‒ San Jose, CA
Branded Sales & Operations Planning ‒ San Jose, CA
Marketing Communications ‒ San Jose, CA
Portfolio Management ‒ San Jose, CA
Financial Analyst ‒ San Jose, CA
Hardware/Power Electronics Engineer ‒ San Jose, CA
Mechanical Design Engineers ‒ San Jose, CA
Control Engineer - San Jose, CA and Boulder, CO
Digital Signal Processing/Channel Engineer - San Jose, CA and Boulder, CO
Database/Tools Engineer - San Jose, CA and Boulder, CO
Firmware/Embedded Firmware Engineer - San Jose, CA and Boulder, CO
Firmware Test & Tools Engineer ‒ San Jose, CA and Rochester, MN
Preamp Characterization and Integration Engineer ‒ San Jose, CA and Rochester, MN
Read/Write Channel Integration Engineer ‒ Rochester, MN
Channel Architect Engineer ‒ Rochester, MN
Systems Integration and Systems Performance Engineers‒ Rochester, MN
SoC Integration Engineer ‒ Rochester, MN
SoC Development Engineer ‒ Rochester, MN
Storage ASIC Development Engineer ‒ Rochester, MN
SSDs & HDDs Firmware Development Engineers ‒ Rochester, MN
If you want a challenging and rewarding career with one of the world’s leading data storage
companies, send your resume to edurecruit@hgst.com and reference one of the Job Titles listed above.
Equal Opportunity Employer
No 3rd party resumes
www.hgst.com
© 2013 HGST, a Western Digital company. All rights reserved.

E-mail join@tech.mit.edu
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Zuber sees overlap with VP of research duties

Says conducting current research is key to providing relevant advice to policymakers
Zuber, from Page 1
ment and what she will do going
forward.
TT: How do you feel about the
whole situation?
MZ: It’s an honor, obviously.
Those of us who are in a position to
help the government do its business
ought to help. One of MIT’s core values is to try to help the nation, and
so around here, if you get asked to
do something like this you just do it;
it’s just a given that whenever MIT
can help the country, we help the
country.

executive branch does. But even as
that’s going on, you don’t know if it’s
actually going to happen because
things happen and many possible
appointments don’t move ahead for
one reason or another.
TT: What are you going to do in
your new position?
MZ: This position is on the
board that oversees the National
Science Foundation, which funds
a great deal of basic research in
this country. My job is to provide
advice in that area and make sure
they can use their investment in
the best possible way. In this capacity, the group of individuals

‘People who are active researchers
understand the challenges with the
current research environment very well.’

—Maria Zuber

TT: Are you going to accept the
nomination?
MZ: Yes, that is correct. It’s a lot
of work to get someone nominated
to something like this; you really
don’t pursue it unless you’re going
to do it. It was a six-month process
to get nominated that involved lots
of background checking and related
things, like any appointment to the

that’s associated with this also
make themselves available as a resource for either the White House
or Congress on matters on science
and technology. If issues come up
on Capitol Hill or within the White
House for which the expertise of
individuals on the board are desired, we would try to help however we can.

TT: Do you have an idea of what
your specific role in the board will
be?
MZ: What I was told is that their
interest in having me participate
was my experience with large science projects. So much of science
has become interdisciplinary and
many of the challenges that face
the country deal with interdisciplinary projects that are large in
scope and have complex interactions. In that sense, my experience
is hopefully relevant to that.
TT: Are you still going to stay an
active researcher?
MZ: I think it’s impossible for
me not to do research; I still have
my research group here, responsibilities at MIT as well, so I’m going
to balance everything as well as I
can. What I was told by the White
House was that the fact that I was
an active researcher was something they viewed as very positive
because people who are active
researchers understand the challenges with the current research
environment very well.
TT: Are you still going to fulfill
your duties as the newly appointed
vice president for research here at
MIT?
MZ: The White House position

is four meetings a year in Washington, a lot of teleconferences,
and trips to Washington when
needed in order to advise whoever
needs advice. Because part of my
responsibilities as vice president
for research are to manage relationships in Washington and to
provide information to decision
makers in Washington, or pointing
them to members of the MIT community who can provide them with
expert information. The role on the
NSB is actually very compatible
with the position that I have here
at MIT. The fact that both of these
things happened at the same time
is fortuitous.

‘Future productivity
in this country is
going to be largely
rooted in science
and engineering.’
—Maria Zuber

TT: Where is the fiscal cliff in
your mind on how it relates to your
new job?
MZ: One of the things that I
will be doing in Washington is try-

ing to educate decision makers on
how crucial research and education are to the future of this nation,
including in terms of its economic
productivity. We have not dealt
with the issue of sequestration and
across-the-board cuts. We have to
do our very best to make sure that
we educate individuals in Washington, to show that you’re eating
the seed corn if you cut the research budget. Future productivity
in this country is going to be largely
rooted in advances in science and
engineering. That said, we have to
make sure we’re prepared if cuts
occur, and work to make sure that
we can bring opportunities that are
available, even in this challenging
time, to the attention of our faculty. I have great confidence that
our faculty and research staff will
compete very effectively for the
research dollars that are available.
TT: Any final comments?
MZ: I’m extremely excited
about doing this and very excited
about student involvement in research. Whatever I can do in my
new capacity to help students have
access to the experience of creating knowledge is something I’m
going to be sensitive to and a big
advocate for.

Want to gain
marketable
job skills?

Join
The Tech’s
Technology
department
and learn
how to use
Linux
Apache
PHP
Python
Perl
OSX
MySQL
and more!
E-mail
join@tech.mit.edu
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Flu epidemic in Boston, mild-mannered on campus
Despite violent strain in the area, no increase in student hospitalizations due to flu
By Jessica Pourian
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Heard any sneezing around
campus recently? You should
probably wash your hands. This
year’s strain of H3N2 is particularly
virulent and has hit Boston hard,
though MIT has remained relatively unscathed by the illness.

Heller confirmed no
one at MIT had been
hospitalized because
of the flu or related
complications.
Boston has seen over 950 confirmed cases of the flu so far this
season since Oct. 1, up from last
year’s total of just 70. Of the 950
confirmed cases of the flu, 25 percent were severe enough to require
hospitalization. MIT, on the other
hand, has had a “relatively light
season” compared to past years,
said Dr. Howard Heller, M.D., MIT
Medical’s chief of medicine and infectious disease specialist.
“We were prepared,” assured
Heller, citing the record 13,000 flu

vaccinations MIT gave out this
year (this includes their facility in
Lexington). According to Debbie
Friscino, MIT Medical’s director of
operations, this number is up from
last year’s 12,000.
“We recognize that the flu vaccine doesn’t work 100 percent,”
said Heller, “but every case we can
prevent translates into another few
people who won’t catch the flu
from that person.”
When asked if Student Support
Services had seen more cases of
the flu this year than in the past,
head of S3, Dean David Randall,
said “No, not yet.”
“Reports of the flu spreading
came after the semester ended,”
Randall wrote in an email to The
Tech. “We typically don’t see that
many students with the flu during
IAP because there is less academic
stress. We are prepared for whatever comes our way in the spring,
though, and have a solid process in
place that we developed in preparation for H1N1 a couple of years
ago.”
Another indication the flu has
not hit campus hard is a lack of
hospitalizations. Heller confirmed
no one at MIT had been hospital-

ized because of the flu or from
any complications from the flu.
There were hospitalizations due to
pneumonia, which can sometimes
branch from the flu, he explained,
but the pneumonia cases from this
year were not flu-related.

The flu in Boston and at MIT
Zero hospitalizations at MIT is
a stark contrast to Boston’s hospitals, which have seen an influx
of influenza patients. The flu accounted for five percent of all hospital visits this month, as opposed
to the usual one percent during
non-influenza season. Eight people (seven seniors and one child
under age six) have died from flurelated illnesses this season.

response, a number of free flu vaccination clinics were offered, and
over 7000 people have been vaccinated since.
The worst of the outbreak may
be behind us. The flu season in Boston ranges from October through
March, though the peak of the illness changes from year-to-year.
“It usually peaks in January and
February,” Heller said, but “this
year it peaked a lot earlier.”
He attributes the lack of flu
cases at MIT to the timing of winter break. “This year, the flu started
peaking in Boston a few weeks ago
while students were away on winter break,” he explained. This might
have been a good thing, he said,
since students were not around to

‘We recognize that the flu vaccine doesn’t
work 100 percent, but every case we can
prevent translates into another few people
who won’t catch the flu from that person.’

—Dr. Howard Heller

Mayor Thomas M. Menino
declared a public health emergency on Jan. 9 in response to the
spread of influenza in the city. In

catch the illness as it spread across
town. By the time IAP started and
most students returned to campus,
the flu in Boston had declined.

Prevention
“Prevention is the best thing we
can do to minimize the impact of
the flu at MIT,” Heller said. Planning for the flu season begins in
the summer, when supplies are
ordered for the coming winter.
Friscino coordinated the organization of the immunization effort,
which involves ordering the number of necessary vaccinations from
the pharmacy, making sure there
are enough syringes, needles, and
bandages on hand, and hiring
nursing staff to assist with the flu
clinics run in the student center,
among other tasks.
The flu clinics, where free vaccines are offered to the MIT community, are generally very popular.
“We administer thousands of doses in a day,” Heller said.
It’s still not too late to get a flu
shot. MIT community members
who have not yet been vaccinated
can call 617-253-4865 in Cambridge or 781-981-7080 in Lexington to schedule an appointment
for a free flu shot. For more information about the flu, tips on prevention and more, check MIT Flu
Central at http://medweb.mit.edu/
about/news/flu/index.html.

More hack attacks
Hacking group not Anonymous
Hack, from Page 1
dress for all mit.edu queries, except email. The Harvard machine
returned a web page that showed
“R.I.P. Aaron Swartz, Hacked by
grand wizard of Lulzsec, Sabu,
God bless America, Down with
Anonymous.” (see photo.) A continuously looping chiptunes version of the National Anthem also
played. The hackers also signed
their names (“hacked by aush0k
and tibitximer”) over text from
Aaron Swartz’ blog post titled “Immoral” in the background.

This attack had
the potential to be
much more severe.
Unlike previous attacks, which
temporarily disabled some services, this attack had the potential
to be much more severe. Email was
specifically affected. Mail is normally received by one of nine different MIT servers; however today,
mail that was sent between 11:58
a.m. and 1:05 p.m. was directed to a
machine at KAIST, Korea Advanced
Institute of Science and Technology, meaning the attackers had complete control of emails successfully
sent during that time. It is unclear
what percentage of emails were
successfully transmitted during
this time. It is assumed that the machines at Harvard and KAIST were
compromised and that Harvard
and KAIST were not responsible for
the attack.
Some time before 1 p.m., CloudFlare stopped directing non-email
traffic to Harvard and sent it all to
MIT’s main web server, 18.9.22.69.
All traffic to any part of MIT went
to that server — for example, going

to csail.mit.edu would return MIT’s
homepage, which is not normal
behavior.
By 1:05 p.m. EDUCAUSE had
corrected its listing of MIT’s DNS
servers, from CloudFlare back to
MIT’s own servers. However, any
machines that accessed mit.edu
during that hour could have cached
the wrong mapping and would continue to refer all queries to CloudFlare for the next 48 hours.
At 4:20 p.m., with information
from MIT, CloudFlare started returning the correct addresses for all
mit.edu queries, except for email.
By 7:15 p.m., CloudFlare removed
the “mail.mit.edu” record, which
referred to the machine handling
MIT email at KAIST. It is unclear
whether MIT email went to KAIST
between 4:20 p.m. and 7:15 p.m.
This is not the first time MIT has
been hacked since Swartz’ death.
On Sunday, Jan. 13, MIT experienced a network outage due to a
DoS attack. And on Saturday, Jan.
19, MIT’s email went down for 10
hours due to a “mail loop caused by
a series of malformed email messages,” according to the MIT News
Office.
MIT spokeswoman Kimberly C.
Allen said that Information Services
& Technology became aware of an
issue affecting mit.edu domain registration at 11:58 a.m. this morning.
“IS&T was made aware of the problem via automated email from the
domain registrar to MIT indicating
that MIT’s Domain Name Servers
(DNS) had been changed. MIT’s
domain rights and the mit.edu domain were returned to MIT’s control at 1:05 pm.”
John A. Hawkinson contributed
to this article.
A previous version of this article ran on the web at http://tech.
mit.edu/V132/N62/hack.html.

*

Earn up to $2864/month this summer!

Program Summary MIT undergraduate students conduct scientific and
engineering research at Army Science and Technology Centers under the direction of
Army Scientists, from June to August. The Army host and student determine the
exact starting and finishing dates.
Professional Benefits
• Gain valuable research experience
• Build new professional relationships
• Access world-class research facilities
• Contribute to a team that is providing new, life-saving technologies
Disciplines of Interest and Project Content
• Most areas of science and engineering
• The Army Lab Host determines the project content and subject matter. The projects can
involve basic research, applied research, or both and do not need to be related to the ISN
mission or to nanotechnology

To view internship opportunities and learn more about this program, please register
at the website:

https://isn.mit.edu/internship/index.php
If you have questions about this program, or experience difficulty using the website, please
contact Marlisha McDaniels, at the ISN: mmcd@mit.edu, 617.324.4700.

*The Army Lab provides the intern's salary, which typically ranges from $2280/month to
$2864/month depending on class year. Under certain circumstances the ISN can provide the
intern with a supplement of up to $1500 to defray costs of local accommodations and travel.

The mission of the MIT Institute for Soldier Nanotechnologies is to dramatically improve the protection and
survivability of the Soldier and first responder through basic research and collaboration with the Army and
industry.

Are you a font fiend? Do you like making presentations shine?

E-mail join@tech.mit.edu

We’re looking for people to help us design infographics to highlight writers’ content!
The Production Department of The Tech might be just the place for you!
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Men’s swim team wins

No. 1 ranked Engineers overtake Tufts
By Charlotte Brackett
DAPER STAFF

On a windy Saturday afternoon in New
England, the No. 1 nationally-ranked,
undefeated MIT Men’s Swimming and
Diving defeated Tufts University, 255101. The Engineers won all but two of the
events, sweeping first through third place
in a number of them. Five different MIT
swimmers won two of their individual
events.
MIT started things off the right way,
coming in first and second in the 400
yard medley relay. The A relay touched
first in 3:26.47, and the B relay came in a
few seconds later with a time of 3:32.48,
a full four seconds before Tufts’ A relay.
Michael Lu ’16 finished just half a second
after Christian Jones of Tufts in the 1000
yard freestyle with a time of 9:52.92. Timothy A. Wall ’14 finished third in 9:55.66
and Maxwell T. Pruner ’13 was fifth with a
time of 10:16.86.

In the remaining five
events, the Engineers
took first, second, and
third place in all but
one of them, the 100yard butterfly.
Brendan T. Deveney ’13 finished just
three one-hundredths of a second ahead
of Cam Simko in the 200 yard freestyle
in a time of 1:44.53. Langston E. Fitts ’16
was third in 1:46.65 and Remy A. Mock
’14 came in fifth with a time of 1:48.43. As
expected, Bradley A. Mattix ’16 won the
100 yard backstroke with a time of 50.64.
Bradford E. Jokubaitis ’16 came third,
Brendan F. Liu ’13 was fourth, and Ron
Rosenberg ’13 was fifth.

MIT freshmen dominated the 100
yard breaststroke, taking first through
third place, with Dion W. Low ’16 touching first in 59.06, the only swimmer in the
event to go under one minute. Alexander
I. Lednev ‘16 came in second with a time
of 1:01.82, and Michael Fu ‘16 was third in
1:02.78. It was the same story in the 200
yard butterfly, with MIT underclassmen
finishing in first through fourth place.
Thomas E. Norris ’16 was first in 1:53.95,
Benjamin R. Bauchwitz ’15 came second
in 1:56.10, and Luke S. Schlueter ’16 was
third in 1:56.19.
In the 50-yard freestyle, Wyatt L. Ubellacker ’13 reprised his role as the winner
with a time of 20.21. Craig B. Cheney ’14
touched second in 21.99, and Anthony
Chen ’13 was third with a time of 22.04.
Austin D. Fathman ’15 finished first in the
100-yard freestyle with a time of 46.52,
Chen was second in 47.96 and Fitts was
third in 48.40. The Engineers then took
first through third place in the 200-yard
backstroke, with Mattix finishing on top
in 1:54.80, Lednev following behind with
a time of 1:55.35 and Liu in third place
with a time of 1:55.50.
In the remaining five events, the Engineers took first, second and third place in
all but one of them, the 100-yard butterfly. Low won the 200-yard breaststroke in
2:10.22, Norris had his second win of the
day in the 500-yard freestyle with a time
of 4:43.59, Ubellacker won his second
event, the 100-yard butterfly, in 49.38,
and Lednev was victorious in the 200yard individual medley with a time of
1:56.55. To end the session, the MIT 400yard freestyle A relay was first with a time
of 3:09.60, and the B relay was second
in 3:13.43, finishing almost ten seconds
ahead of Tufts’ A relay.
The Engineers will hit the road next to
face Amherst College on Saturday, Jan.
26, at 1:00 p.m.

UPCOMING HOME EVENTS
Wednesday, Jan. 23
Women’s Basketball vs. Wellesley

7 p.m., Rockwell Cage

Friday, Jan. 25
Rifle vs. Beanpot

5 p.m., DuPont Athletic Center

Saturday, Jan. 26
Track and Field vs. Coed Invite I

12 p.m., Johnson Athletic Center

Rifle vs. Beanpot

9 a.m., DuPont Athletic Center

Women’s Basketball vs. WPI

2 p.m., Rockwell Cage

Track and field earns sixth
Women’s team dominates the 3000 meter run
By Charlotte Brackett

The Engineers’ best showing was in
the 3000 meter run, where they earned 11
points total. Elaine D. McVay ’15 came in
second place with a time of 10:06.32. She
was followed by Allison M. Hallock ’16 in
third with a 10:07.70 and Martina A. de
Geus ’14 in fifth with 10:25.78.
On the field, Preethi Vaidyanathan ’15
earned a point in the high jump, and Lauren B. Kuntz ’13 earned a point and a half
in pole vault.
Szklarzewski was back in action in the
triple jump, finishing in seventh place
with 10.28 meters. Katarina Ross ’16 came
in eighth with 10.24 meters, and Stephanie
Birkhimer ’14 was 11th with 9.80 meters.
In the shot put, Isabella R. Stuopis ’16
came away with three points after throwing 13.05 meters, landing in fourth place.
Kristine A. Bunker ’14 came in 13th place
with 10.98 meters, and Christine Labaza
’14 finished directly behind her in 14th
place with 10.83 meters.
MIT will return to the track next weekend when the team travels to Boston
University for the Terrier Classic, Friday
to Saturday, Jan. 25–26. They will return
home on Saturday for the first of two MIT
Co-ed Invites.

DAPER STAFF

The MIT Women’s Track and Field,
which was ranked 11th in the nation in the
most recent U.S. Track & Field and Cross
Country Coaches Association rankings, officially opened the season at the Harvard
Challenge on Friday and Saturday. The Engineers ended the weekend in sixth place
with 26.5 points, just a handful of points
behind Williams with 34 and Brown with
46.
In the opening event, the 60 meter
dash, Veronica Szklarzewski ’15 came in
eighth place in 8.19 after qualifying for finals in exactly the same time. Madeleine
E. Bairey ’15 completed the 200 meter
dash in 26.94, finishing in 14th place just
behind Annie Lynch of Williams.
Louise E. van den Heuvel ’14 earned a
point for the Engineers in the 1000 meter
run when she finished in sixth place with
a time of 3:01.50, completing the race less
than a tenth of a second ahead of a runner
from Brown.
In the mile, Alexandra B. Taylor ’14
added four more points to MIT’s score
when she finished third in 5:04.24.

Royal Bengal
Boston’s only authentic Bengali Cuisine restaurant

Open Daily Except Monday
11:30 am – 11:30 pm
Lunch Buffet $7.95
Reasonably Priced Dinners

313 Mass. Ave., Cambridge
(617) 491-1988
T: Red Line, Bus #1 – Central Square

10% Discount on $15
(or more) order with MIT ID.

Free delivery for orders over $10.
Take-out, platters, and catering available.
http://www.royalbengalrestaurant.com/

The Literature Section Hosts

4th Annual Mobile
Reading Marathon
Come join the 4th annual Literature-sponsored Mobile Marathon on Jan. 23rd,
when we will be reading the ENTIRETY of Homer’s Odyssey in a single day for
a Homer-athon! It took Odysseus 20 years to get home from Troy, but through
the wonder of the codex book we are redefining what ‘epic’ means; in the great
Greek peripatetic tradition, we will move across the campus reciting (and sometimes performing) the story, in translation. Come and go as you please, or join
a hearty crew of professors, students and other community friends who journey
together from start to finish. Starts at 9am in 14N-417, and moves with the
story from East to West Campus, stopping for rest and refreshment in congenial
rooms (see room list below). Appropriate garb and monster outfits welcome but
not required: just a sense of humor, desire for community, and a willingness to
listen or read. Feel free to join during any part of the day.

9:00-10:00:
10:00-11:30:
11:30-1:00:
1:00-3:00:
3:00-5:00:
5:00-7:00:
7:00-9:00:

14N-417
4-349 (Pappalardo Room)
62 (Talbot Lounge)
50 (Pritchett)
Lobby 10
W20 (Twenty Chimneys)
W1 (Maseeh Hall)

Do you like doodling during class?
Are your psets covered with drawings?
If so, become a Tech Illustrator!
E-mail join@tech.mit.edu

